CHAPTER I

THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

Introduction

This is a sample of a first page of a chapter. The page number should be placed approximately three quarters of an inch from the top or bottom edge of the page and centered between the margins. The chapter heading (CHAPTER I) should be placed two inches from the top edge of the page. Leave one blank line (begin typing after one double space) between the chapter heading and the chapter title. Leave three blank lines (begin typing after two double spaces) under the chapter title before typing text or the first heading. Text should be double spaced.

Level One Heading

This section is considered by the writer to be equal in importance to the first section, therefore it, too, has a level one heading (underlined and typed at the left margin). Leave three blank lines above each heading.

Level Two Heading

Level two headings should be underlined and centered. Avoid typing a heading at the bottom of a page without at least two lines of text underneath it.